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Abstract
Polycategories form a rather natural generalization of multicategories. Besides the
domains also the codomains of morphisms are allowed to be strings of objects. Small
multicategories can be characterized elegantly as monads in a suitable bicategory of
special spans with free monoids as domains. To ﬁnd a similar description of small
polycategories, we ﬁrst investigate distributive laws in the sense of Beck between
cartesian monads S and T on a category X with pullbacks as tools for constructing
new bicategories of S-T -spans. We identify a class of “super-cartesian” distributive
laws that indeed produce such bicategories in a straightforward manner.
If we decompose the free monoid monad ( )∗ into the free semigroup monad
and the exception monad, a relation on ( )∗∗ can be deﬁned by means of three
super-cartesian distributive laws such that the resulting bicategory of ( )∗-( )∗-spans
has precisely the small planar polycategories as monads. General polycategories
require a diﬀerent construction and a span instead of a relation. However, only the
notion of planar polycategory can be generalized to 2-dimensional structures, where
objects are replaced by typed 1-cells. “fc-polycategories” have essentially the same
characterization as planar polycategories, but over the base grph rather than set .
One of the distributive laws used above, complementation on the free semigroup
monad, seems to be new. We identify its algebras as associative double semi-groups.
Then we address the question, which spans between TS and ST correctly gener-
alize (super-cartesian) distributive laws and provide an associative composition for
S-T -spans with canonical units. We obtain four simple suﬃcient conditions, best
formulated in the fc-multicategory of spans and morphisms in [X,X], that clarify
the notion of super-cartesian distributive law and justify the added generality.
Finally, we show how by ﬁrst quotienting the bicategory X-spn the constructions
outlined above can be used even for weakly cartesian monads, in particular the free
commutative monoid monad, which fails to be cartesian.
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1 Introduction
In 1969 Jim Lambek introduced multicategories as a framework for his logic-
inspired syntactic calculus [12]. In terms of pasting diagrams or circuit dia-
grams [5] (which we prefer here), the theory of multicategories concerns the
compositional properties of “multi-2-cells” g0, g1, . . . , gn−1
β
h of the form
...
g1• • gn−1•
g0
h
β • or
g0 g1 ... gn−1
h
β(1)
The input or source is a ﬁnite, possibly empty, string of “1-cells”, while the
output or target is a single 1-cell. These 1-cells may even be typed, the regions
between them providing the corresponding “0-cells” or “objects” serving as
sources (left) and targets (right), respectively, cf. Example 2.1.
We may compose two multi-2-cells vertically by substituting the ﬁrst into
the second at a speciﬁc matching 1-cell (inputs may occur repeatedly). This
corresponds to the cut operation of logic for sequents with one conclusion.
Besides associativity and the existence of “identity 2-cells” 1f for each 1-cell
f , Lambek required “commutativity” of binary substitution: two multi-2-cells
αi and αj with codomains gi and gj , i = j < n , can be composed with β
of (1) “in parallel”, the order of composition does not matter.
Albert Burroni’s notion of (internal) T -category (for a cartesian monad
T on a category with pullbacks, cf. Section 2) in 1971 elegantly avoided
this last requirement. Just as small categories are monads in the bicategory
of spans over set , small multicategories arise as monads in a bicategory of
T -spans C0T
s C1
t C0, where T is the free monoid monad on set
[2, Proposition III.3.23]. The relevant composition is “multi-substitution”; it
operates on ﬁnite strings of multi-2-cells and single multi-2-cells with matching
targets and sources, respectively, e.g.,
Φ0 Φ1
...
Φn−1
h
α0 α1 αn−1
β
g0 g1 gn−1
Here double lines with capital Greek labels indicate strings, possibly empty,
of (typed) 1-cells. If at most one αi is not an identity 2-cell, we recover
binary substitution. The monad laws impose associativity and identities, while
Lambek’s commutativity requirement is easily derived. Composing the empty
string of multi-2-cells with an input-free multi-2-cell β leaves β unchanged.
Advances in higher-dimensional category theory led to renewed interest in
T -categories in the mid-1990’s, notably by Tom Leinster [13] and by Claudio
Hermida [9]. More recently, Maria Manuel Clementino and Walter Tholen
have opted to start from a bicategory of V-valued relations or matrices for
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symmetric monoidal closed V instead of from a bicategory of spans [4]. This
leads to a notion of “V-enriched T -category”.
A priori there is no provision for horizontally composing multi-2-cells, not
even 1-cells. Such an operation ⊗ , called “tensor product” in the untyped
case, only becomes available in the context of what Hermida called “repre-
sentable multicategories”, cf. [9, Deﬁnition 8.3] and Deﬁnition 1.1 below.
Manfred E. Szabo in 1975 generalized multicategories to polycategories [16]
by allowing ﬁnite strings of 1-cells also as output of what we now call “poly-
2-cells”. He considered a composition modeled on the binary cut operation
in logic for sequents with multiple inputs and outputs, implicitly linked by
conjunction (“and”) and disjunction (“or”), respectively. Such cuts can only
be performed along single 1-cells: the implicit links as outputs and as inputs,
respectively, of two two 1-cells linking two poly-2-cells would diﬀer, cf. Remark
1.2(a) below. In terms of circuit diagrams the cut of
Γ
∆0 x ∆1
α and
Γ0 x Γ1
∆
β along x results in
Γ0 Γ Γ1
∆0 ∆ ∆1
α
β
x(2)
Besides the obvious requirements of associativity and the existence of identity
2-cells, Szabo imposed this commutativity condition: whenever
Γ1
∆0 x ∆1
α1 and
Γ3
∆2 y ∆3
α3 are to be composed with
Γ0 x Γ2 y Γ4
∆
β(3)
along x and y , respectively, the order of this composition does not matter,
provided that one of ∆0 and ∆2 and one of ∆1 and ∆3 is empty. Vertical
reﬂection yields a second such commutativity condition.
The resulting circuit diagram in (2) need not be planar, even though the
output of α and the input of β locally remain planar. This phenomenon does
not occur for multicategories and prevents us from considering typed 1-cells in
this context. To accommodate these, we need to restrict the admissible cuts
by requiring one of Γ0 and ∆0 and one of Γ1 and ∆1 to be empty, which
yields four obvious planar “shapes” of cuts. For planar polycategories only
cuts of this form are allowed.
Deﬁnition 1.1 (cf. [6, Section 2.1]) Γ is represented as input by a multi-2-
cell Γ
π
x, respectively as output by a comulti-2-cell y
σ
Γ, provided
that cutting with π at x , respectively with σ at y , induces bijections be-
tween poly-2-cells
Γ0,Γ,Γ1 ∆
Γ0, x,Γ1 ∆
, respectively
Γ ∆0,∆,∆1
Γ ∆0, y,∆1
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that are natural in Γ0 , Γ1 and ∆ , respectively Γ , ∆0 and ∆1 , in the sense
that they commute with all cutting operations on any of the 1-cells present.
A (planar) polycategory is called representable, if every (typed) path can
be represented as input and as output.
Remarks 1.2
(a) Clearly, it suﬃces to require the representability of (typed) binay paths x, y
and nullary paths A . For a given choice of representing multi-2-cells, we
denote their outputs by x⊗ y and A , respectively. Dually, the inputs of
chosen representing comulti-2-cells will be denoted as x⊕ y and ⊥A .
In the representable context, two poly-2-cells can only be linked by a
string Γ of 1-cells, if Γ can be represented as input and as output by
means of the same 1-cell. This always happens for singleton strings, and in
the compact-closed case, when both tensors agree, but not in general.
(b) Multiplicative linear logic can be modeled by ∗-autonomous categories.
Dropping the explicit negation led J. R. B. Cockett and R. A. G. Seely
to introduce “weakly distributive categories” [7] and [8], later renamed to
“linearly distributive categories”, that carry two monoidal structures (“ten-
sors”) ⊗ and ⊕ linked by so-called “linear distributions”
A⊗ (B ⊕ C) (A⊗B)⊕ C and (A⊕ B)⊗ C A⊕ (B ⊗ C)(4)
subject to certain coherence conditions. In view of (a) these are just
representable planar polycategories. Tensors that need not be symmet-
ric are most naturally realized as compositions of typed 1-cells, i.e., in a
2-dimensional setting. This led to the notion of linear bicategory in [5].
(c) In contrast to multicategories, planar polycategories support a notion of
adjunction, cf. [5] and [6]. The restriction to singleton outputs makes mul-
ticategories unsuitable to express this concept. Such “linear adjunctions”
may be used to simulate negation in categorical logic.
(d) Unfortunately, important intended examples for the original notion of poly-
category turned out not to satisfy the commutativity requirement. If a
category C with ﬁnite products and coproducts is “distributive” in the
sense that the canonical morphism A× B + A× C δ A× (B +C) is al-
ways an isomorphism, one may consider C-objects as untyped 1-cells and
C-morphisms from the product of Γ to the coproduct of ∆ as poly-2-cells.
A composition as in (2) that is associative and has the expected identities
can be realized via
∏
Γ0 ×
∏
Γ×∏Γ1 id×α×id
∏
Γ0 × (
∑
∆0 +X +
∑
∆1)×
∏
Γ1∑
∆0 + (
∏
Γ0 ×X ×
∏
Γ1) +
∑
∆1
id+β+id ∑∆0 +
∑
∆+
∑
∆1
where X is a C-object and the second step ﬁrst utilizes the inverse of δ
and then appropriate projections in the outer summands.
Cockett and Seely showed [8, Proposition 3.1] that this composition satis-
ﬁes Szabo’s commutativity requirement iff C is a preorder, i.e., a distribu-
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tive lattice. This conﬁrmed lingering doubts that distributive categories
captured the proof theory for the ∧/∨-fragment of intuitionistic logic.
Concretely, commutativity may already fail in the following situation
1 1
1 0 1
id id
id
0 0
The two possible compositions result in the inclusions of 1 = 1 × 1 into
1 + 1 , which, except in case that C is a poset, diﬀers from 1 .
(e) The intersecting 1-cells in Diagram (2) cannot be simulated in a planar
fashion by special poly-2-cells that interchange a pair of 1-cells. E.g., if Γ0
and ∆0 are singletons, α and the composite of the special poly-2-cell with
β would be linked by two 1-cells, which is not allowed.
While in a representable polycategory with symmetric tensors ⊗ and ⊕
all wires can intersect, the restricted ability of intersecting wires in case
of non-symmetric tensors is rather curious. In fact, we do not know any
natural examples of this phenomenon. However, the proper way to express
symmetry without reference to representability would be to replace free
monoids by free commutative monoids, i.e., sets of bags or multi-sets.
Planar or not, the binary cuts above ought to be special cases of composing
suitably matching strings 〈Γi αi ∆i : i < n 〉 and 〈Φj βj Ψj : j < m 〉 of
poly-2-cells simultaneously or in parallel, i.e., of “poly-substitution”. Which
matching conditions does this impose on 〈∆i : i < n 〉 , and 〈Φj : j < m 〉 and
how can they be expressed at the level of the free monoid monad? Also notice
that in the planar case all parallel compositions can be expressed in terms of
sequential binary compositions, which is not true in the non-planar case.
Example 1.3 [Planar compositions] It is easy to see that there are 2|n−1|
possible conﬁgurations for a planar composition using n 1-cells (cf. Example
4.1). Up to n ≤ 3 and modulo horizontal and vertical reﬂections these are
α0
,
α0
β0
,
α0 α1
β0
,
α0 α1 α2
β0
α0 α1
β0 β1
(We have left oﬀ the α ’s inputs and the β ’s outputs.)
Example 1.4 [Non-planar compositions] The ﬁrst non-planar circuit dia-
grams occur, when three 1-cells are involved. In case of four 1-cells we already
have eighteen non-planar conﬁgurations. Modulo reﬂections:
α0 α1
β0 β1
,
α0 α1 α2
β0 β1
α0 α1 α2
β0 β1
α0 α1 α2
β0 β1
α0 α1 α2
β0 β1
α0 α1 α2
β0 β1
The last one of these is justiﬁed by the commutativity principle: both sequen-
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tial compositions of β0 and β1 with α1 agree. Notice, however, that none of
the following conﬁgurations is legitimate:
α0 α1
β0 β1
,
α0 α1 α2 α3
β0 β1
,
α0 α1 α2 α3 α4
β0 β1
In the ﬁrst case, after composing α0 with β0 and β1 we cannot proceed
with α1 , since that would involve two 1-cells. Other attempts to build this
diagram sequentially fail for similar reasons. The presence of 1-cells that can
be removed without disconnecting the diagram indicates this type of problem.
The second and third diagram exemplify parallel compositions that cannot
be sequentialized: this concerns the order in which β0 and β1 are composed
with α3 and α2 , respectively.
For non-empty strings 〈Γi αi ∆i : i < n 〉 and 〈Φj βj Ψj : j < m 〉
with non-empty inputs and outputs, a legitimate composition is now speciﬁed
by a permutation of the concatenation of the codomains ∆i , i < n , realized
by potentially intersecting 1-cells, that agrees with the concatenation of the
domains Φj , j < m , such that
(P0) each αi and each βj is linked along at most one 1-cell;
(P1) each codomain ∆i and each domain Φj remains locally planar;
(P2) there is no sub-conﬁguration of the form
αi αj αk αl
βp βq
or
βi βj βk βl
αp αq
(P3) the circuit diagram is connected, and removing any 1-cell disconnects it.
The last conditions not only prevents two circuit diagrams from appearing
side-by-side (for the same reason that two parallel 1-cells only make sense
either as outputs or as inputs of a poly-2-cell). It also rules out poly-2-cells
with empty codomains or domains appearing among other poly-2-cells in Γi
or ∆j , respectively (cf. Remark 1.2(a)).
For planar polycategories the only possible permutation is the identity.
Besides (P0) only the connectedness of (P3) has to be required, the other
conditions are satisﬁed automatically.
In case of multicategories, the composability is determined by a bijection
between the string of codomains of the ﬁrst factor and the domain of the
second factor. Due to the problems with poly-2-cells having empty domain
or codomain, for planar polycategories only a “partial bijection” is available
for this purpose. Since diﬀerent wires in circuit diagrams can carry the same
label, Example 1.4 shows that in general polycategories two strings of poly-
2-cells can be composed in more than one way. Consequently, instead of a
“composability relation” on ( )∗∗ we actually need to consider a span that
speciﬁes all possible compositions.
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2 Spans and monads
Let X be a cartesian category, i.e., every cospan A f C g B has a
pullback. Choosing a pullback for each cospan yields a bicategory X-spn with
the same objects as X and spans A k0 K k1 B as 1-cells A 〈k0,K,k1〉 B.
For brevity we will set k := 〈k0, K, k1〉 , or even k := 〈k0, k1〉 and explicitly
mention the span’s center. Given a span A p B with center P , a 2-cell
k
u
p is an X -morphism K u P satisfying u; pi = ki , i < 2 . The
composite A l;k C of spans A k B l C with centers K and L derives
from the chosen pullback ofK k1 B l0 L by extending its “legs” with k0
and l1 , respectively. Since the choice of pullbacks need not be canonical in any
sense, the associativity of this composition and the properties of the evident
identity 1-cells only hold up to coherent isomorphism. Hence in general we
obtain a bicategory rather than a 2-category.
We think of endo-spans C0
∂ C0 as “X-graphs”. If equipped with a
monad structure, i.e., 2-cells ∂; ∂
c
∂, serving as associative binary “com-
position”, and C0
i
∂, providing identities for this composition, we view
them as “X-categories”.
Functors and natural transformations are called cartesian, if they preserve
pullbacks, respectively, have pullbacks as naturality squares. Burroni [2] real-
ized that a cartesian monad S = 〈S, µ, η〉 (all components cartesian) could
be used to “skew” the span-construction above by applying S to the spans’
sources (we are reserving the name T for the “target-monad”, cf. below).
This results in a bicategory S -spn with the same objects as X , X-spans
of the form AS k B as 1-cells A k B (called S -spans) and the evident
2-cells inherited from X -spn . The composition of A k B with B l C
in S -spn results from the composition in X-spn
AS Aµ ASS kS BS l B(5)
where we interpret AS Aµ ASS as trivial span with an X-identity as right
component. Identity 1-cells in S -spn now have the form A = 〈Aη,A, 1A〉 .
An alternative view is presented in Diagram (6) below.
Aurelio Carboni and Peter Johnstone [3] have identiﬁed monads S =
〈S, µ, η〉 over set where µ and η are cartesian natural transformations and S
preserves wide pullbacks with “strongly regular theories”, i.e., theories based
on ﬁnitary operators and equations, where the same variables appear in the
same order and without repetition on both sides. In particular, every corre-
sponding monad is cartesian. However, the theory of commutative monoids is
not strongly regular and its monad is not cartesian, cf., e.g., [13].
In view of Remark 1.2(e) this is bad news, since the free commutative
monoid monad ought to produce symmetric polycategories. This prompts us
in Section 6 to look for weaker conditions on a monad that still enable us to
obtain bicategories of modiﬁed spans.
For cartesian S , monads in S -spn yield interesting generalizations of
X-categories. We recall a speciﬁc example for later reference.
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Example 2.1 [ fc -multicategories] On the category [(• •), set ] of di-
rected graphs the free category monad, which we also denote by ( )∗ , is
cartesian. Its ( )∗ -categories have been considered already by Burroni [2]
(who called them simply “multicategories”). More recently, they were pop-
ularized under the name “ fc -multicategories” by Leinster [14], [15]. Given
such a structure
(H
s
t O)
∗ 〈d00,d01〉 (M
∂0
∂1
V ) 〈d10,d11〉 (H
s
t O)
the elements of M , or multi-2-cells, have “vertical 1-cells” in V as “hori-
zontal domains and codomains”. Their “vertical domains and codomains” are
typed paths of “horizontal 1-cells” in H , respectively, single horizontal 1-cells,
which in turn have sources and targets in a set O of objects or 0-cells. The
terminology derives from the representation by means of pasting diagrams,
hence is somewhat counter-intuitive for generalized circuit diagrams
A0
l
g0 A1
g1 ...
gn−1
An
r
B0 h
β
B1
resp.
g0 g1
...
gn−1
h
l r
A0
A1
An
B0 B1
β
where we have distinguished the vertical 1-cells.
Notice that the vertical composition deﬁned in a ( )∗ -category automati-
cally yields a category structure on the span O d01 V d11 O.
In case of V = 1 = O we recover Lambek’s original multicategories, while
just requiring V = O yields typed multicategories, or “multi-bicategories”.
In this case the only vertical 1-cells are identities and can be left oﬀ. On the
other hand, replacing the free category monad by the identity monad yields
double-categories.
The spans in any category C can be organized into an fc -multicategory:
objects are those of C , horizontal 1-cells are the spans, while vertical 1-cells
are C-morphisms. A multi-2-cell
A0
l
G0
g0,0 g0,1
A1 G1
g1,0 g1,1 ... Gn−1
gn−1,0 gn−1,1
An
r
B0 Hh0 h1
β
B1
is a functor from the category of cones for the dotted zig-zag above consisting
of n − 1 cospans to the category of cones for the two black cospans such
that a cone and its image agree on the components at G0 and at Gn−1 .
If C has pullbacks, we can actually compose the spans on top, resulting in,
say, A0
g An with center G . Now we can identify β with a C-morphism
G b H such that g0; l = b; h0 and g1; r = b; h1 . In this case the fc -
multicategory C-spn✷ of spans and C-morphisms is representable in the sense
of Hermida and equivalent to a double-category.
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Now we can interpret the composition (5) of 1-cells in S-spn as a multi-
2-cell in X-spn✷ whose underlying X-morphism is an isomorphism
ASS
Aµ
kS
BS
l
C
id
AS k;l
∼
C
(6)
The construction of S -categories is biased in favor of sources. To achieve a
balance we would like to apply either the same, or possibly a second cartesian
monad T = 〈T, ν, ψ〉 on the target side. I.e., we wish to consider S-T -spans
of the form AS k BT as 1-cells A k B. If the composition is to proceed
along the same lines as in the multi-case (think of T as the identity monad),
this raises the question of how to ﬁll the gap in
ASS
Aµ
kS
BTS ? BST
lT
CTT
Cν
AS k;l
∼
CT
(7)
Intuitively, we wish to compose “S -tuples” of “poly-2-cells” from A to B
with “T -tuples” of “poly-2-cells” from B to C . This may require a span
between “S -tuples” of “T -tuples” of codomains in B and “T -tuples” of “S -
tuples” of domains in B , preferably natural in B , that speciﬁes all admissible
composites. But which spans between TS and ST in [X,X] will yield an
essentially associative composition of S-T -spans with canonical identities?
3 Distributive laws
Natural candidates for completing the diagram in (7) are of course the B -
components of distributive laws TS
λ
ST (or in the opposite direction) in
the sense of Beck [1], i.e., of natural transformations compatible with both S
and T , in the sense that
TSS
λS
Tµ
STS
Sλ
SST
µT
TS λ ST
and
T
id
Tη
T
ηT
TS λ ST
(8)
TTS
Tλ
νS
TST
λT
STT
Sν
TS λ ST
and
S
id
ψS
S
Sψ
TS λ ST
(9)
While over X = set distributive laws only realize functions, mapping the
codomains of the domain to the uniquely determined domains of the codomain
(or vice versa), we expect them to serve as building blocks for certain spans
that specify the various ways the codomains of the domain and the domains
of the codomain can be connected.
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Deﬁnition 3.1 We call a distributive law TS
λ
ST super-cartesian, if λ
is a cartesian natural transformation and if the squares in (8) are pullbacks.
The apparent asymmetry of this notion, no extra requirements on the
diagrams in (9), will be explained in Section 5.
Theorem 3.2 Given cartesian monads S = 〈S, µ, η〉 and T = 〈T, ν, ψ〉
on X , any super-cartesian distributive law TS
λ
ST induces a bicate-
gory λ-spn with the same objects as X , spans AS k BT in X as 1-cells
A k B and the evident 2-cells inherited from X-spn . The 1-cell compo-
sition A k B l C is realized as a 2-cell in X-spn✷ with isomorphic
center
ASS
Aµ
kS
BTS
Bλ
BST
lT
CTT
Cν
AS k;l
∼
CT
and the identity 1-cells are canonically given by the units η and ψ .
Proof. This will follow from Theorem 5.5, but a direct proof is quite easy.
Example 3.3 For T = IdX and λ = 1S we recover S -multi-categories.
Remark 3.4 Besides strongly regular theories, endo-functors of the form
( ) + C for any set C (of nullary operations or constants), and of the form
( ) ×M for any monoid M (of unary operations) induce cartesian monads
[3]. Already Beck observed [1] that canonical distributive laws
XT + C
id+Cϕ
XT + CT
[ιXT,ιCT ] (X + C)T
respectively
XT ×M [ 〈id ,m〉:m∈M ] (X ×M)T
connect these types of monads with any other monad T = 〈T, ν, ϕ〉 . Here
〈id , m〉 is the embedding of X as the m-th slice of X ×M and we regard
XT ×M as the M -fold coproduct of XT . Because set is extensive, for
cartesian T the canonical transformation T 2+ + T induced by the uni-
versal property of coproducts is cartesian. This renders both these distributive
laws cartesian. Hence we may repeatedly apply various instances of the spe-
cial monads above, which combine to a cartesian monad S , and obtain a
canonical cartesian distributive law TS ST .
Example 3.5 The free monoid monad 〈( )∗, µ, η〉 on X = set is of course
the composite of the free semigroup monad H = 〈( )+, µ+, η+〉 and the excep-
tion monad E = 〈( ) + 1, µ1, η1〉 , both cartesian. The cartesian distributive
law EH
ζ
HE underlying this composition eliminates the new symbol of
BE = B + 1 from all strings in BEH = (B + 1)+ .
Unfortunately, ζ is not super-cartesian: the compatibility diagram with
η+ in (8) fails to be a pullback. Hence Theorem 3.2 cannot be applied.
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However, the construction of Remark 3.4 produces a super-cartesian dis-
tributive law HE
ι
EH that includes B∗ into (B + 1)+ by mapping the
empty word of B to the singleton word over B + 1 consisting of the new
symbol, leaving all non-empty words unchanged.
With H = S and E = T the dual construction of Theorem 3.2 yields
a bicategory of spans, in which monads are close relatives of multi-categories:
for a set B of 1-cells the poly-2-cells have non-empty inputs and at most
one output. Binary composition is given by cut along single 1-cells. Poly-
2-cells with no output only compose with the empty string of poly-2-cells.
Alternatively, we can add an 1-cell ε /∈ B and its identity-2-cell 1ε , the only
poly-2-cell with ε occurring in the input. All poly-2-cells then have precisely
one output from B + {ε} .
4 Polycategories and some of their relatives
For (planar) poly-categories strings of poly-2-cells admit at most one compos-
ite. The corresponding composability relation is symmetric but not total. A
distributive law on the free monoid monad cannot capture it, we will need a
proper relation between TS and ST . The example of general polycategories
shows that we may even need spans TS
ω0 W
ω1 ST , or TS ω ST
for short, in the category [X,X] of endo-functors and natural transformations.
Before studying this in Section 5, let us see how some examples, in par-
ticular planar poly-categories, ﬁt into the proposed framework. Replacing
TS
λ
ST in Theorem 3.2 by TS ω ST explicitly leads to the pullbacks
Z
z0 z1
X
x0 x1
Y
y0 y1
KS
k1S
BW
Bω0 Bω1
LT
l0T
BTS BST
(10)
at the heart of the proposed composition A k B l C.
If the original monads S and T happen to be composite monads, as is
the case in our motivating example, we may try to build ω0 and ω1 from
suitably well-behaved distributive laws.
Example 4.1 [Planar poly-categories] Reconsider the free monoid monad
over set for both S and T induced by the cartesian but not super-cartesian
distributive law EH
ζ
HE of Example 3.5.
To ﬁnd candidates for W , we list further distributive laws involving H
and E : Besides the the super-cartesian canonical inclusion HE
ι
EH , cf.
Example 3.5 and Remark 3.4, there is a distributive law EH
ξ
HE, which
maps non-empty strings over B + 1 containing the new symbol to the empty
word in B∗ . However, ξ fails to be cartesian.
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The involution EE
ϑ
EE that interchanges the two new points of course
is super-cartesian. But there also is an involution HH
κ
HH : each set
BHH = B++ carries a natural reﬁnement ordering, as a disjoint union of
atomic Boolean algebras, indexed by the non-empty words over B : for n ≥ 1
and Γ = 〈bi : i < n〉 the corresponding Boolean algebra has top element
〈Γ〉 = Γ(B+η+) , bottom element 〈 〈bi〉:i < n 〉 = Γ(Bη+)+ and as atoms those
words of length n− 1 that contain singletons with the exception of precisely
one doubleton 〈bkbk+1〉 for k < n − 1 . Consequently, a complementation
operation is available on B++ , which is the B -component of κ .
Jointly, ϑ and κ provide a complementation on W = H2E2 = ( )+++1+
1 = ( )+∗ + 1 : think of BW as B++ extended with global complementary
top and bottom elements 1 and 0 . We may identify 1 with the empty
word of B∗∗ and 0 with the B∗η -image of the empty word  ∈ B∗ . Let us
interpret Diagram (10) when (HE)2 ω (HE)2 is given by
(HE)2
HιE
H2E2
H2ϑ
W
κE2
H2E2
HιE
(HE)2(11)
The sets X and Y consist of those strings poly-2-cells, whose string of
codomains, respectively, domains in B is either empty, or consists of one
empty string, or only contains one or more non-empty strings. The set Z
contains the composable pairs of such strings. Their codomain- and domain-
strings have to be complements of each other. Non-singleton strings over B∗
containing an empty word do not have complements. Although no longer to-
tal, in the planar case the composability relation is still single-valued. Because
of its symmetry, the inner endo-span on B∗∗ can be reversed without changing
the composition. Moreover, since ϑ and κ are involutions, the same result
will be achieved by using κϑ on one side of the span.
The reader may check the identities for this composition of modiﬁed spans
and its associativity. It will also follow from Proposition 5.7 below. Clearly
the monads in this bicategory are precisely the planar poly-categories.
The following observation concerning κ was ﬁrst made by Robin Cockett.
Proposition 4.2 The distributive law κ above has as algebras precisely the
associative double semigroups, i.e., sets X with two associative binary oper-
ations ◦ and ; that are associative with respect to the other, i.e.,
(a ◦ b) ; c = a ◦ (b ; c) and (a ; b) ◦ c = a ; (b ◦ c) for a, b, c ∈ X(12)
Proof. Any set of the form B++ has the desired algebraic structure: take
for ◦ the concatenation operation on B++ , and for ; the “DeMorgan dual”
of ◦ , i.e., Γ ;∆ := (Γκ ◦∆κ)κ for Γ,∆ ∈ B++ . The associative laws follow
immediately, since it is easily seen that
Γ ;∆ = 〈Γi : i < |Γ| − 1〉 ◦ 〈Γn ·∆0〉 ◦ 〈∆j : 0 < j < |∆|〉(13)
where · denotes the concatenation on B+ .
Consider a function B f D where 〈D, ◦, ;〉 is an associative double
semigroup. We wish to extend f to a homomorphism B++ f¯ D. Recall the
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partial ordering on B++ described in Example 4.1 and the complementation
κ . Since in B++ we have 〈(a)(b)〉κ = 〈(ab)〉 , we can extend f by mapping
singleton words over B+ , i.e., essentially words over B , to the ;-product of
the f -images of its letters. Non-singleton words over B+ are then mapped
to the ◦-product of the ;-products of its constituent B+ -elements. This
clearly is a homomorphism. If B++ h D is a homomorphic extension of f ,
in particular we have 〈(a)〉h = 〈(a)〉f¯ , a ∈ B . But 〈(a)〉◦〈(b)〉 = 〈(a)(b)〉 and
〈(a)〉; 〈(b)〉 = 〈(ab)〉 in B++ force h to agree with f¯ . This establishes ( )++
as left adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category ads of associative
double semigroups and homomorphisms to set .
Finally, consider an Eilenberg-Moore algebra 〈B, β〉 for this monad. As-
sociative binary operations ◦ and ; on B are given by a ◦ b := 〈(a)(b)〉β
and a ; b := 〈(ab)〉β and clearly obey axioms (12).
Remark 4.3 The axioms (12) closely resemble the structural morphisms for
a linearly distributive category, cf. Diagram (4), except that the latter in
general are not isomorphisms.
The terminology was to reﬂect the close connection such categories (and
their generalizations, cf., e.g., [5]) have with linear logic. However, the ax-
ioms (12) also correspond to the mixed associativity axioms for the left and
right actions in the theory of bimodules. Here we prefer to view them as
associativity laws rather than linearized distributivity laws.
Remark 4.4 Since the complementation canonically extended from B++ to
B+++1+1 , we may attempt to extend ◦ and ; in a similar fashion. We had
identiﬁed the extra points with the empty word 1 of B
∗∗ and the singleton
〈〉 ∈ B∗∗ , where  is the empty word of B∗ . For Γ ∈ B++ this implies
Γ ◦ 1 = Γ = 1 ◦ Γ and Γ ; 〈〉 = Γ = 〈〉 ; Γ
The obvious attempt to extend the concatenation ◦ to 〈〉 forces us to con-
sider extending to all of B∗∗ . Of course, 1 remains neutral with respect to
◦ . Since Formula (13) is meaningful on B∗+ , the extension of ; to this set is
straightforward and preserves the associativity axioms. But complements are
not deﬁned on B∗∗\(B+++1+1) and both factors in Formula (13) need to be
non-empty, so ;-multiplication with 1 remains undeﬁned. While we expect
〈〉 to stay neutral with respect to ; (in particular, 〈〉 ; 1 = 1 = 1 ; 〈〉 ),
1 cannot be absorbing for ; , i.e., Γ ; 1 = 1 = 1 ; Γ for all Γ . Otherwise
∆ = 1 would imply (1 ; Γ) ◦∆ = 1 ; (Γ ◦∆) . Nor can ; 1 be neutral on
strings Γ = 〈0〉 , since (Γ ; 1) ◦∆ = Γ ;∆ and Γ ; (1 ◦∆) = Γ ◦∆ would
force ◦ and ; to agree, provided one factor is not empty.
If instead we try to deﬁne 1 ;∆ for non-empty ∆ by removing its leading
component, we lose the associativity of ; . Moreover, since 1 ;∆ = 1 ; (1 ◦
∆) = (1 ; 1) ◦∆ is shorter than ∆ , there is no possible value for 1 ; 1 in
B∗∗ : its ◦-product with ∆ would have to shrink ∆ .
Example 4.5 [Polycategories] The composition for general poly-categories,
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as described in the Introduction, cannot be captured by the complementation
on H2E2 , except for the global (and the local) top and bottom elements.
For non-empty strings of poly-2-cells with non-empty inputs and outputs
the existence of a permutation of the string of outputs to the string of in-
puts subject to the conditions (P0)–(P3) deﬁnes a span H2
υ0 U
υ1 H2.
Combining this with the complementation of the global top and bottom ele-
ments yields a span (HE)2 ω (HE)2 with center W := UE2 via
(HE)2
HιE
H2E2
Hϑ
UE2
υE2
H2E2
HιE
(HE)2
Clearly this yields an associative composition with the desired units, but we
do not know, whether this span can be expressed in terms of distributive laws.
Example 4.6 [ fc -polycategories] Generalizing Example 2.1, over directed
graphs we also may apply the free category monad to the codomain of spans.
The free category (H
s
t O)
∗ can again be constructed in two stages: ﬁrst we
form non-empty typed paths, and then we add empty paths for each object in
O . Clearly, the former constitute a subset H@ of H+ and the corresponding
subset H@@ ⊆ H++ is closed under complementation. For each A ∈ O , we
extend H@@ by the empty path 〈A〉 and its complement, the empty path of
paths A1 at A . The rest of the construction proceeds as before.
Monads in this setting might be called “ fc -polycategories” and will be
studied elsewhere. Their composition “by triangulation” is indicated by
Γ0 Γ1 Γ2
∆0 ∆1
u0;v0 u3;v2
α0 α1 α2
β0 β1
; ;x0 x1 x2 x3
u0
u1 u2
u3
v0
v1
v2
The circled semi-colons indicate the vertical composition of vertical 1-cells. If
V = O , all vertical 1-cells are identities, ιA , and may be left oﬀ. We then
obtain typed polycategories, or “poly-bicategories”, cf. [6]. If none of the α ’s
has an input and none of the β ’s has an output, the (invisible) vertical 1-cells
“anchor” the resulting poly-2-cell and prevent it from “ﬂoating away”.
Two horizontal 1-cells A f B and B g A are adjoint, if poly-2-cells
τ (the unit) and γ (the counit) exist such that
f
f
ιA ιB
τ 1f
1f γ
; ;f g f
ιA
ιA
ιB
ιA
ιB
ιB
=
f
f
ιA ιB1f
and a corresponding condition is satisﬁed by g .
Example 4.7 [Ribbons] In ( fc -) polycategories vertical wires (= horizontal
1-cells) could be replaced by “ribbons” that may be twisted, indicated by
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an integer “winding number”. Realizing this feature by restricting attention
to (graphs with edge) sets of the form B × ZZ would equip the poly-2-cells
with an integer component without natural interpretation. Instead, the free
semigroup functor ( )+ should be replaced by the functor (( )×ZZ)+ , with ZZ
serving as a monoid of unary operations on the horizontal 1-cells, cf. Remark
3.4. The unit maps B into (B × {0})+ . Similarly, we freely equip the the
graph’s edges with the monoid ZZ of unary operations before applying the
free category functor.
Example 4.8 [Braidings] Non-empty words over a set may be paired with an
element of the braid group of the word’s length. This generalization of the free
semigroup functor yields a cartesian monad that may be composed with the
exception monad E . Sequences of poly-2-cells with an outer braiding now can
be composed, if the sequences of codomains and domains after application of
the inner and outer braidings are complements. Using permutations instead
of braidings does not produce Szabo’s original poly-categories.
Example 4.9 [Virtual 1-cells] From Remark 3.4 recall the cartesian monad on
set induced by ( )+2 , where 2 = {0, 1} . Call this monad S . Its Eilenberg-
Moore algebras are sets with two distinguished constants, or bi-pointed sets,
and the homomorphisms preserve these constants, i.e., are bi-strict functions.
The category setS clearly is cartesian.
Beck’s canonical cartesian distributive law from S to the free semigroup
monad H (cf. Remark 3.4) induces an extension H ′ of H to setS [1].
The distinguished points of (X + 2)+ are the singleton words of the distin-
guished elements of X + 2 . In fact, H ′ is again cartesian and admits a
complementation κ′ . Now Theorem 3.2 yields a bicategory of spans in setS .
Those spans (A+ 2)+ k0 K + 2 k1 (B + 2)+, where poly-2-cells in
K only have inputs from A + {0} and outputs from B + {1} , form a sub-
bicategory. Its monads are almost poly-categories: The only compositions
along the “virtual” 1-cells 0 and 1 involve an identity-2-cell in the other
factor. The “virtual” 1-cells represent empty substrings at speciﬁc positions
of the input or output, or “locally neutral” elements for partial tensor products
⊗ and ⊕ . To obtain “globally neutral” elements we need to identify all poly-
2-cells that only diﬀer in their “virtual” inputs or outputs.
5 Replacing distributive laws by appropriate spans
We now return to the earlier question, which spans TS ω ST in [X,X]
may be used to deﬁne an essentially associative composition of X-spans
A k B l C by means of 2-cells in X-spn✷
ASS
Aµ
kS
BTS
Bω
BST
lT
CTT
Cν
AS k;l
∼
CT
(14)
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with isomorphic center, such that the units of S and T yield identity 1-cells.
The latter requirement implies the existence of a pullback
X
η ψ
S¯
ω¯0
ψ¯
T¯
η¯
ω¯1
S
ψS
W
ω0 ω1
T
ηT
TS ST
For simplicity and in view of Theorem 3.2, it seems reasonable to require
(I0) The pullbacks of ω0 along ψS and of ω1 along ηT are isomorphisms.
Intuitively, every “S -tuple” of “identity-2-cells” composes (from the top) with
some “T -tuple” of “poly-2-cells”, and dually each “T -tuple” of “identity-2-
cells” composes (from the bottom) with some “S -tuple” of “poly-2-cells”.
Furthermore, the span of units S
η
X
ψ
T arises as a pullback of the
cospan S
ψ¯
W
η¯
T . I.e., an “S -tuple” of “identity-2-cells” and a “T -
tuple” of “identity-2-cells” only compose, if both “tuples” are “singletons”.
This internalizes the fact that a´ priori there is no horizontal composition of
1-cells, or equivalently, identity-2-cells.
Recall that η and ψ are cartesian. Now T¯ = T and S¯ = S imply,
respectively, that η¯;ω0 and Tη have the same pullback along ψS , and that
ψ¯;ω1 and Sψ have the same pullback along ηT . While this only forces η¯;ω0
to agree with Tη on T -units, and ψ¯;ω1 to agree with Sψ on S -units, in
the interest of simplicity it seems reasonable to require
(I1) Composing the pullback of ψS along ω0 with ω1 yields Tη , and composing
the pullback of ηT along ω1 with ω0 yields Sψ .
If ω is to be viewed as a generalized distributive law, it ought to satisfy appro-
priate generalizations of axioms (8) and (9). Replacing λ in those diagrams
by the span ω does not produce well-formed diagrams in [X,X] . But viewed
in the double-category [X,X]-spn✷ of spans and morphisms in [X,X] , cf.
Example 2.1, these diagrams ought to be carriers of 2-cells. With respect to
the units η and ψ , such 2-cells amount to the existence of natural transfor-
mations T
η¯
W and S
ψ¯
W such that in [X,X]
T
Tη
T
id id
η¯
T
ηT
TS Wω0 ω1 ST
and
S
ψS
S
id id
ψ¯
S
Sψ
TS Wω0 ω1 ST
Asking in addition for η¯ to be a pullback of ηT and for ψ¯ to be a pullback
of ψS along ω1 and ω0 , we recover precisely conditions (I0) and (I1) above.
Deﬁnition 5.1 If C is cartesian, we call a 2-cell in the double-category
C-spn✷ of spans and C-morphisms right-sided (left-sided), if its right (left)
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underlying C-square is a pullback.
Proposition 5.2 If TS ω ST admits a right-sided and a left-sided 2-cell
T
Tη
T
T
ηT
TS ω
η¯
ST
respectively
S
ψS
S
S
Sψ
TS ω
ψ¯
ST
(15)
in [X,X]-spn✷ , the composition deﬁned by Diagram (10) has the canonical
identities.
An analogous result for the associativity also requires ω to be cartesian
in the sense that both components have this property.
Proposition 5.3 If TS ω ST is cartesian and in [X,X]-spn
✷
admits a
right-sided and a left-sided 2-cell
TSS
Tµ
ωS
STS
Sω
SST
µT
TS ω
µ¯
ST
resp.
TTS
νS
Tω
TST
ωT
STT
Sν
TS ω
ν¯
ST
(16)
the composition deﬁned by Diagram (10) is essentially associative.
Proof. Let WS ϕ SW with center F and TW γ WT with center G
be the point-wise pullbacks of 〈ω1S, Sω0〉 and 〈Tω1, ω0T 〉 , respectively.
Consider S-T -spans A k B, B l C and C m D and denote the
pullbacks occurring in the composition of l with m according to Diagram (10)
by X ′ , Y ′ and Z ′ , respectively. We now wish to compare the following limits
of the dotted diagrams:
KS
k1S (0)
X
x0
x1
R
r0
r1
Q
q0
q1
qBTS BWBω0
Bω1
BF
Bµ¯
Bϕ1
P
f
p1
BSW
BSω1
(2)
(4)
LW
Lω1
l0W
P ′
p′0
p′1(6)
BST BSSTBµT LSTl0ST X
′Tx′0T Z
′Tz′0T
Q′
q′0
q′1
q′
R′
u′0
r′1
Y ′
y′0
y′1
MT
m0T(1)
P ′
p′0
g
CG
Cγ0
Cν¯
CW
Cω0
Cω1
CST
P
p0
p1
(7)
LW
Lω0
l1W
CTW
CTω0(5)
(3)
ZS z1S Y S y1S LTS l1TS CTTS CνS CTS
(17)
Composing k and l , respectively l and m according to Diagram (10) yield
the pullbacks (0) and (1). Since µ¯ is right-sided and ν¯ is left-sided, (2) and (3)
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are pullbacks, while the cartesian transformations ω1 and ω0 are responsible
for the pullbacks (4) and (5). To account for (7), consider the cube
BF
Bϕ1
Bϕ0
BSW
BSω0
P
f
p1
p0
LW
l0W
Lω0BWS
Bω1S
BSTS
Y S
y0S
y1S
LTS
l0TS
Since S is cartesian, in view of (10) the bottom is a pullback. The naturality
of ω0 causes the right face to commute, while the rear face commutes by def-
inition of F . This induces a unique morphism P p0 Y S rendering the left
face and its front commutative. Since the other faces are actually pullbacks, so
is the front face. Hence the pullback at Q factors through (7). An analogous
argument applies to (6) and the pullback at Q′ .
Since µ and S are cartesian, we observe that the pullback of k1S along
f ;B(µ¯;ω0) coincides with the pullback of z1S along p0
KSS
k1SS
Kµ
XS
x0S
x1S
ZS
z0S
z1S
KS
k1S
BTSS
BTµ
BWSBω0S Y S
y0S
R
r2
r1
BTS BWBω0 BF
Bϕ0
Bϕ P
p0
f
It is now easy to see that
Q q1 Z ′T z
′
1T Y ′T y
′
1T MTT Mν MT
Q q0 R r2 ZS
Q q P ′ g CG Cν¯ CW
constitute a cone for the second diagram in (17). Similarly, we get a cone for
the ﬁrst diagram with vertex Q′ , which implies that it is isomorphic to Q .
Deﬁnition 5.4 A span TS ω ST of cartesian natural transformations is
called super-cartesian, if it admits right-sided 2-cells η¯ and µ¯ as well as left-
sided 2-cells ψ¯ and ν¯ in [X,X]-spn✷ as speciﬁed in Diagrams (15) and (16).
Theorem 5.5 For cartesian monads S and T on X , any super-cartesian
span TS ω ST induces a bicategory ω-spn with the same objects as X ,
spans AS k BT in X as 1-cells A k B and the evident 2-cells. The
composition of 1-cells A k B l C is realized by means of 2-cells (14)
in X-spn with central isomorphism, and the identity-1-cells are given by the
units of S and T .
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If we interpret a natural transformation TS
λ
ST as a span with an
identity as left component, the existence of 2-cells η¯ and µ¯ as well as ψ¯
and ν¯ is equivalent to λ being a distributive law. ψ¯ and ν¯ will be trivially
left-sided, while the right-sidedness of η¯ and µ¯ corresponds to the squares in
(8) being pullbacks. Hence the notion of being super-cartesian coincides for
natural transformations and spans with trivial left component and we obtain
Theorem 3.2 as a direct corollary of Theorem 5.5.
We conclude this section with an analysis of the case that ω0 and ω1 are
built from super-cartesian distributive laws, as in our motivating example.
We start with four cartesian monads Si = 〈Si, µi, ηi〉 and Ti = 〈Ti, νi, ϕi〉 ,
i < 2 , and two cartesian distributive laws S1S0
σ
S0S1 and T1T0
τ
T0T1.
These induce composite cartesian monads S and T in the usual fashion
S = 〈S0S1, S0σS1;µ0µ1, η0;S0η1〉
T = 〈T0T1, T0τT1; ν0ν1, ϕ0;Tϕ1〉
Candidates for the center W of ω are shuﬄes of S0S1 and T0T1 , depending
on which super-cartesian distributive laws are available.
To account for Example 4.1, we consider four distributive laws:
T1S1
ϑ
S1T1
T1S0
α
S0T1
and
T0S0
κ
S0T0
T0S1
β
S1T0
With W := T0ST1 these induce a span TS
ω ST by
TS
T0αS1 T0S0T1S1
T0S0ϑ W
κS1T1 S0T0S1T1
S0βT1 ST(18)
Notice that this construction is less symmetric than may have been suggested
by Diagram (11) in Example 4.1. (With other distributive laws, e.g., the
shuﬄe S0TS1 could have been used for W instead.)
The units η and ψ are easy to handle. A simple diagram chase shows:
Lemma 5.6 If for κ and β the compatibility diagrams with η0 and η1 ,
respectively, are pullbacks, then a right-sided 2-cell η¯ exists as in Diagram
(16). On the other hand, if for both ϑ and α the compatibility diagrams with
ψ1 are pullbacks, then a left-sided 2-cell ψ¯ exists.
To establish associativity is somewhat more complicated. First observe
that because of ω1S = (κS1;S0β)T1S and Sω0 = ST0(S0ϑ;αS1) the pullback
WS ϕ SW with center F needed for the span-composition ωS;Sω is
trivially given by the span
WS T0S(S0ϑ;αS1) T0S
2T1
(κS1;S0β)ST1 SW
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We wish to establish the following [X,X]-diagrams as the left and right com-
ponents of the desired right-sided 2-cell µ¯ in [X,X]-spn✷
TS2
TS0σS1
T0S0T1S1S
T0S0T1σS1
T0αS1S
WS
T0S0ϑS T0SS0T1S1
T0S0σT1S1
T0SαS1
(2)
T0S
2T1
T0S0σS1T1
T0SS0ϑ
TS20S
2
1
Tµ0µ1
T0S0T1SS1
T
0 α
S
S
1
T0S
2
0T1S
2
1
T0µ0T1µ1
T
0 S
0 α
S
21
(1)
T0S0ST1S1
T
0 S
20 ϑ
S
1
T0S
2
0S
2
1T1
T0µ0µ1T1
T
0 S
0 S
ϑ
(0)
TS T0S0T1S1T0αS1 T0ST1T0S0ϑ
T0S
2T1
T0S0σS1T1
κS1ST1 S0T0S1ST1
S0T0σS1T1
S0βST1
(5)
SW
SκS1T1 SS0T0S1T1
S0σT0S1T1
SS0βT1
S2T
S0σS1T
T0S
2
0S
2
1T1
T0µ0µ1T1
κ
S 0
S
2
1
T 1
(3)
S0T0SS1T1
S 0
κ
S
2
1
T 1
S20T0S
2
1T1
µ0T0µ1T1
S
2
0
β
S 1
T 1
(4)
S0ST0S1T1
S 0
S
β
S 1
T 1
S20S
2
1T
µ0µ1T
T0ST1 κS1T1 S0T0S1T1 S0βT1 ST
The marked pullbacks trivially result from two non-interfering natural trans-
formations. Parts (0) and (1) as well as (3) and (4) commute because of the
axioms for distributive laws. The latter two can easily be shown to be pull-
backs, provided the compatibility squares of κ and β with the multiplications
µ0 and µ1 , respectively, are pullbacks. The remaining parts (2) and (5) can
be addressed simultaneously by requiring
(σ) T0σT1 provides a right-sided 2-cell in [X,X]-spn✷
TS1S0
Tσ
T0S1S0T1
〈T0(S1α;ϑS0),id〉 〈id ,(βS0;S1κ)T1〉
S1S0T
σT
TS ω
T0σT1
ST
which in [X,X] amounts to
TS1S0
Tσ
T0S1T1S0
T0ϑS0 T0S1S0T1
T0S1α
T0σT1
βS0T1 S1T0S0T1
S1κT1 S1S0T
σT
TS Wω0 ω1 ST
(19)
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Unfortunately, the left-sided 2-cell ν¯ cannot be handled dually, because our
set-up (18) lacks symmetry. Consider ﬁrst
T 2S
T0τT1S
TT0S0T1S1
TT0αS1
T0τS0T1S1
TW
TT0S0ϑ
T 20 T
2
1S
ν0ν1S
T0TS0T1S1
T
20 T
1 α
S
1
T0TST1
T0τST1
T 20αS1T1T
2
0 T1S0ϑ
T 20S0T
2
1S1
ν0S0ν1S1
T 20 αT1S1 T
2
0 S0T1ϑ
T 20S0T1S1T1 T0WT1
ν0Sν1
T
20 S
0 ϑ
T
1
(0)
TS T0S0T1S1T0αS1
(1)
WT0S0ϑ
WT
κS1T1T S0T0S1T1T
S0T0S1τT1
S0βT1T
ST 2
ST0τT1
T0WT1
ν0Sν1
T 0
κ
S 1
T
2
1
(2)
T0S0T0S1T
2
1
T0STT1
T0SτT1
T0S0βT 21 κS1T0S1T1
S0T
2
0 S1T
2
1
S0ν0S1ν1
S0T0βT 21κT0S1T
2
1
S0T0S1TT1
S 0
β
T
T 1
ST 20 T
2
1
Sν0ν1
W κS1T1 S0T0S1T1 T0βS1
(3)
ST
Again we have marked the trivial pullbacks. If the compatibility diagrams of
both ϑ and α with the multiplication ν1 are pullbacks, parts (0) and (1) can
be shown to be pullbacks as well. The axioms for distributive laws imply that
parts (2) and (3) commute. To obtain a left-sided 2-cell ν¯ we need to ﬁll the
obvious gap. This can be done by requiring
(τ ) in [X,X]-spn✷ there exists a left-sided 2-cell
T1T0S
τS
〈id ,T1(κS1;S0β)〉
T1ST0
〈(S0ϑ;αS1)T0,id〉
ST1T0
σT
TS ω
τ¯
ST
which in [X,X] amounts to the existence of a natural transformation τ¯
from the pullback H to W such that
T1ST0
T1T0S
T1(κS1;S0β)
τS
ST1T0
(S0ϑ;αS1)T0
SτH
χ0
τ¯
χ1
TS ST
W
ω0 ω1
Since T0χT1 clearly is the pullback γ of 〈Tω1, ω0T 〉 with center G := T0HT1 ,
we ﬁnd ν¯ = T0τ¯T1; ν0Sν1 .
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Together with Lemma 5.6 and as a consequence of Theorem 5.5 we obtain
Proposition 5.7 If ϑ , α , κ and β are super-cartesian distributive laws
satisfying (σ) and (τ ), the objects of X , spans of the form AS k BT as
1-cells from A to B with the composition according to (14) and (18) and the
evident 2-cells form a bicategory.
Its hypotheses are easily veriﬁed for the relevant distributive laws on the
free semigroup monad and the exception monad of Example 4.1. Hence that
construction indeed yields a bicategory with planar poly-categories as monads.
6 Weakly cartesian monads
Our construction above is based on the bicategory X-spn . Since certain
interesting monads fail to be cartesian, formost the free commutative monoid
monad, we wish to suitably modify X-spn before performing the remaining
steps of the construction. This is intended to force pullbacks wherever the
monad-functors and their natural transformations as well as ω fail to produce
them. In other words, we wish to invert the span-morphisms induced by the
pullbacks for the cospans in certain commutative squares. This has the ﬂavor
of forming a “bicategory of fractions”, an operation where attention has to
be payed to potential size problems. However, if the span-morphisms to be
inverted happen to be retractions, such size problems can be avoided.
Deﬁnition 6.1 A commutative square f ; g = h; k in a category X with
pullbacks is called a weak pullback, if the uniquely determined span-morphism
from 〈f, h〉 into the pullback of 〈g, k〉 is a retraction.
Replacing “pullbacks” by “weak pullbacks” in the deﬁnitions of functor/na-
tural transformation/monad, yields weakly cartesian counterparts. Similarly,
we deﬁne weakly right-sided (weakly left-sided) 2-cells in [X,X]-spn
✷ , and
super weakly cartesian spans TS ω ST in [X,X] .
Since functors preserve retractions, we see that cartesian functors/monads
are weakly cartesian. An easy exercise establishes
Proposition 6.2 The free commutative monoid monad is weakly cartesian.
Deﬁnition 6.3 For a bicategory B and a class R of 2-cells that are retrac-
tions, let ∼R be the least congruence relation with respect to the composition
functors [X, Y ]× [Y, Z] [X,Z] on the class of 2-cells such that
• ∼R contains all parallel pairs 〈ρ; σ, 1〉 , where ρ ∈ R and σ; ρ = 1 ;
• on each hom-category [X, Y ] of B the relation ∼R restricts to a congru-
ence relation with respect to the composition of 2-cells.
The quotient bicategory B/∼R is obtained by forming the quotient of all
hom-categories [X, Y ] by the appropriate restriction of ∼R .
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The objects an 1-cells of B/∼R coincide with those of B , and the canon-
ical morphism of bicategories from B to B/∼R maps the 2-cells in R to
isomorphisms.
Theorem 6.4 For weakly cartesian monads S = 〈S, µ, η〉 and T = 〈T, ν, ψ〉
on X , any super weakly cartesian span TS ω ST induces a bicategory,
again denoted by ω-spn , with the same objects as X , spans AS k BT in
X as 1-cells A k B and the evident 2-cells inherited from X-span/∼R ,
where R is the class of retractions determined by all
(0) S -images, respectively, T -images of pullbacks of the form
KS
k1S
Z
BTS BWBω0 Yy0
and
Z ′ LT
l0T
X ′ x′1 BW Bω1 BST
(1) naturality squares of the form
K
Kη
k1
BT
BTη
KS k1S BTS
and
KSS
Kµ
k1SS
BTSS
BTµ
KS k1S BTS
for the weakly cartesian natural transformations η and µ ;
(2) naturality squares of the form
BS
BSψ
L
l0
Lψ
BST LTl0T
and
BSTT
BSν
LTT
l0TT
Lν
BST LTl0T
for the weakly cartesian natural transformations ψ and ν ;
(3) naturality squares for the weakly cartesian natural transformations ω0 , ω1 ;
(4) weak pullbacks resulting from the weakly right-sided 2-cells η¯ and µ¯ ;
(5) weak pullbacks resulting from the weakly left-sided 2-cells ψ¯ and ν¯ .
The composition of 1-cells A k B l C is realized by means of 2-cells
(14) in X-spn/∼R with central isomorphism, and the identity-1-cells are
given by the units of S and T .
In order to capture symmetric polycategories, which in terms of circuit
diagrams essentially means dropping all restrictions concerning intersecting
wires, observe that we can no longer expect a composability relation, but will
again need a span. Two “unordered strings” of “unordered strings” of 1-cells
could be matched up in more than one way.
“Unorderd strings”, also known as “bags”, or “multi-sets”, or “subsets with
ﬁnite repetition”, over a set B can be identiﬁed with functions B f IN
where IN \ {0} has a ﬁnite pre-image. Denote the set of B -bags by B◦ . It
forms the free commutative monoid over B with the constant zero function
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as neutral element and addition of functions as operation. “Bag functions”
between bags over possibly diﬀerent sets can assign diﬀerent values to diﬀerent
copies of the same base element.
A lengthy but straightforward diagram chase now shows
Proposition 6.5 For a set B , let BW be the set of bag-spans Γ u ∆
with Γ,∆ ∈ B◦ and center ∑Γ =∑∆ , such that the pre-images of G ∈ Γ
under u0 and of D ∈ ∆ under u1 are isomorphic to G and D , respectively,
and have at most one element in common. The obvious projections to B◦◦
constitute a super weakly cartesian span B◦◦ Bω B◦◦, and the monads in
ω-spn correspond precisely to symmetric polycategories.
We conclude by listing some topics for further research.
- Can the functor H2E2 of Example 4.1 be expressed in some natural way
in terms of the free monoid monad (e.g., by means of pushouts, suitable
factorization systems, etc.)? We conjecture that HιE might be the largest
sub-functor of (HE)2 that admits a proper involution, namely κϑ .
- The diagrams in (19) raise a general question concerning distributive laws.
Canceling T0 on the left, respectively T1 on the right, results in diagrams
describing two diﬀerent ways of reversing the order of three monads by
applying three distributive laws. In general, AB
α
BA, AC
β
CA
and BC
γ
CB yield αC;Bβ; γA and Aγ; βB;Cα from ABC to CBA .
Although there exists a composite monad with carrier CBA , neither of
these reversals is used in constructing its multiplication. That results from
BACB
BβB
BCAB
γα
CBBA. Hence it is not clear, whether or not
αC;Bβ; γA and Aγ; βB;Cα always agree.
- Does it make sense to consider “composites” of A k B and B l C
where the center of the 2-cell (14) need not be an isomorphism?
- S-T -spans provide a common framework that accounts for a number of
diverse notions. If TS ω ST is super-cartesian, endo-1-cells A k A,
or S-T -graphs, can be specialized to
ω-categories, if AS K
k0 k1
AT is a monoid;
ω-orders, if AS K
k0 k1
AT is a monoid and monosource;
S-T -algebras, if AS K
k0 k1
AT satisﬁes k0 = idAS;
S-T -coalgebras, if AS K
k0 k1
AT satisﬁes k1 = idAT ;
ω-EM-algebras, if AS AS
id k1
AT is a monoid;
ω-EM-coalgebras, if AS AT
k0 id
AT is a monoid.
- Which notions of morphisms suit the structures outlined above, especially
ω -categories? Besides the obvious “ω -functors” and their “ω -transforma-
tions”, other possibilities should not be discounted. In particular, how do
the “poly-functors” and “poly-modules” of [6] ﬁt into the picture?
- In the quest for “categories without identities”, also called “taxonomies”, a
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weakening of the notion of monad was proposed in [11]: an interpolad 〈a, α〉
on A is an endo-1-cell A a A equipped with a multiplication aa
α
a
that is a coequalizer of aα and αa (and hence in particular associative).
After replacing the monads S and T by interpolads, a super-cartesian
span TS ω ST will still give rise to a composition of S-T -spans, but the
lack of identities for S and T will in general prevent this multiplication
from having identities. This raises the question, what a meaningful notion
of “bicategory without identity 1-cells” or “bitaxonomy” could be, and what
conditions on ω are necessary to produce such a structure. In a next step,
one might even consider interpolads in a bitaxonomy.
- Weakly cartesian functors are useful when formulating a notion of bisimu-
lation for coalgeagras that is compositive, while weakly cartesian monads
seem to appear in the contest of Andre´ Joyal’s species and analytic functors
[10]. The precise links with the theory outlined in Section 6 need to be
studied.
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